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Abstract. Kernel-based learning has been largely adopted in many semantic textual inference tasks. In particular, Tree Kernels (TKs) have been successfully applied in the modeling of syntactic similarity between linguistic instances in Question Answering or Information Extraction tasks. At the same time, lexical semantic information has been studied through the adoption of the so-called Distributional Semantics (DS) paradigm, where lexical vectors are acquired automatically
from large-scale corpora. Recently, Compositional Semantics phenomena arising in complex linguistic structures have been studied in an extended paradigm
called Distributional Compositional Semantics (DCS), where, for example, algebraic operators on lexical vectors have been defined to account for grammatically
typed bi-grams or complex verb or noun phrases.
In this paper, a novel kernel called Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel
is presented to integrate DCS operators into the tree kernel evaluation by also
considering complex compositional nodes. Empirical results on well-known NLP
tasks show that state-of-the-art performances can be achieved, without resorting
to manual feature engineering, thus suggesting that a large set of Web and text
mining tasks can be handled successfully by this kernel.

1

Introduction

Convolution Kernels [16] are well-known similarity functions among complex syntactic and semantic structures. They are largely used to solve natural language related
tasks, such as Opinion Mining [18] in recommender systems, Semantic Textual Similarity [11] in retrieval, or Question Classification [22] in question answering systems.
In particular, Tree Kernels (TKs) introduced in [8] are used for their ability in capturing syntactic information, directly from syntactic parse trees. When training supervised
learning algorithms, they are a valid approach to avoid the difficulty of manually designing effective features from linguistic structures. They define a similarity measure
between data points (i.e. trees) in terms of all possible shared substructures.
In order to take into account the lexical generalization provided from the analysis
of large scale document collections, i.e. Distributional Semantic Models [19, 26, 25],
a recent formulation of these kernel functions, called Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel
(SPTK), has been introduced in [10]. The semantic information related to the lexical
nodes of a parse tree is exploited for matching sub-structures characterized by different
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but (semantically) related lexical items: it means that the similarity function between
sub-trees depends also on a distributional metric between vectors representing the semantic of words. The main limitations of this approach are that a) lexical semantic information only relies on the vector metrics applied to the nodes in a context free fashion
and b) the semantic composition between words is neglected in the kernel computation,
that only depends on their grammatical labels.
In our perspective, semantic information is expressed by all nodes of the parse tree
where specific compositions between heads and modifiers are shown. For example in
the sentence, “What instrument does Hendrix play?”, the correct meaning of the verb
play is fully captured if its modifiers, i.e. the noun instrument, is taken into account.
This corresponds to model the contribution of the lexical item instrument as a function
of the corresponding direct object relation (dobj) between play and instrument: we
can say that instrument contributes to the sentence semantics by filling compositionally
the slot dobj of its head play. In other words it seems that lexical semantic information
should propagate over the entire parse tree, by making the compositionality phenomena
of the sentence explicit. In recent years, Distributional Compositional Semantic (DCS)
metrics have been proposed in order to combine lexical vector representations by algebraic operators defined in the corresponding distributional space [21, 13, 32, 4].
The purpose of this paper is to cast the use of words within the compositional relationships exposed by a tree in order to make it sensible to the underlying complex
constituents. Even when the syntactic structure does not change, such as in “play an
instrument” vs. “play a match”, the contribution of the lexical information (e.g. the
semantics of the verb “play”) must be correspondingly different when estimating the
kernel function with a phrase like “win a game”. In traditional kernel computations,
the similarity between play and win are context-free and the information of the direct
object is neglected. The ideas underlying the Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree
Kernel (CSPTK), proposed in [3], are to i) use the SPTK formulation in order to exploit
the lexical information encoded in a tree, ii) define a procedure to encode head-modifier
information in the parse tree nodes in order to estimate the lexical similarity between
sub-trees, iii) apply compositional distributional metrics to enforce a context-dependent
estimation of the similarity of individual head-modifier information at the nodes.
In Section 2 a summary of the approaches for DCS and TKs is presented. In Section
3, a lexical mark-up method for parse trees is described to support the CSPTK formulation, presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 reports the empirical evaluation of the
CSPTK over Question Classification and Paraphrase Identification tasks.

2

Related Work

This section reports a summary of the approaches for Distributional Compositional Semantics and Convolution Kernels.
Distributional Compositional Semantics. Vector-based models typically represent isolated words and ignore grammatical structure [29] (a noticeable exception is [23]). They
have thus a limited capability to model compositional operations over phrases and sentences. Distributional methods have been recently extended to better account for compositionality, in the so-called Distributional Compositional Semantics (DCS) approaches.
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Existing models are still controversial and provide general algebraic operators over lexical vectors and sophisticated composition methods. In [27] compositionality of two
vector u and v is accounted by the tensor product u ⊗ v, while in [14] lexical vectors are summed, keeping the resulting vector with the same dimension of the latter. In
[21] a semantic composition is seen as a function p = f (u, v, R, K) of two vectors u
and v, their syntactic relation R and the factor K, defined as any additional knowledge
or information which is needed to construct the semantics of their composition. This
perspective clearly leads to a variety of efficient yet shallow models of compositional
semantics. Two simplified models are derived from these general forms: i) the additive
model p+ = αu + βv, where the weights α and β are applied the lexical vectors; ii)
the multiplicative model p· = u v, where the symbol represents the point-wise
multiplication, i.e. pi = ui · vi . In [21] a more complex asymmetric type of function
called dilation, i.e. pd = (u · u)v + (λ − 1)(u · v)u, is introduced.
In [13], the concept of a structured vector space is introduced, where each word
is associated to a set of vectors corresponding to different syntactic dependencies. Every word is expressed by a tensor, and tensor operations are imposed. In [28] a similar
geometric approach over a space of second-order distributional vectors is presented.
Vectors represent the words typically co-occurring with the contexts in which the target
word appears. A parallel strand of research also seeks to represent the meaning of larger
compositional structures using matrix and tensor algebra, like in [27] and in [24]. In [5]
and [7] composition is characterized from formal semantics in terms of a function application, where the distributional representation of one element in a composition (the
functor) is not a vector but a function. Moreover, a hybrid Logic-Distributional Model
is presented in [15], whilst an approach based on vector permutation and Random Indexing technique, i.e. [25], is presented in [6]. In [2] composition is expressed via a
projection operation into a subspace, i.e. a subset of the original features of a syntactically motivated compound. A projection is a mapping (a selection function) over the set
of features more representative of the compound: a subspace local to the (play,guitar)
phrase can be found such that only the features specific to its meaning are selected. The
resulting subspace of a compound should thus select the most appropriate word senses,
neglecting the irrelevant ones and preserving the compositional semantics of the phrase.
Convolution Tree Kernels. Convolution Kernels, introduced in [16], determine a similarity function among discrete structures, such as sequences, strings or trees. They
are representationally efficient ways to encode similarity metrics able to support supervised learning algorithms for complex textual inferences (e.g. semantic role classification). In particular Tree Kernels (TKs) allow estimating the similarity among
texts, directly from the sentence syntactic structures, represented by trees, e.g. the dependency parse trees. A TK computes the number of substructures (as well as their
partial fragments) shared by two parse trees T1 and T2 . For this purpose, let the set
F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , f|F | } be a space of tree fragments and χi (n) be an indicator function:
it is 1 if the target
P fi is rooted
P at node n and 0 otherwise. A tree-kernel is a function
T K(T1 , T2 ) = n1 ∈NT
n2 ∈NT2 ∆(n1 , n2 ), where NT1 and NT2 are the sets of the
1
P|F |
T1 ’s and T2 ’s nodes and ∆(n1 , n2 ) = i=1 χi (n1 )χi (n2 ). The ∆ function recursively
compute the amount of similarity derived from the number of common substructures.
The type of considered fragments determines the expressiveness of the kernel space and
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different tree kernels are characterized by different choices. In particular, the Smoothed
Partial Tree Kernels, as discussed in [10], measure the similarity between syntactic
tree structures, which are semantically related, i.e. partially similar, even when nodes,
e.g. words at the leaves, differ. This is achieved by the following formulation of the
function ∆ over nodes ni ∈ Ti :
∆σ (n1 , n2 )=µλσ(n1 , n2 ), if n1 and n2 are leaves, else

2
∆σ (n1 , n2 )=µσ(n1 , n2 ) λ +

l(I 1 )

X
I 1 ,I 2 ,l(I 1 )=l(I 2 )

λ

d(I 1 )+d(I 2 )

Y

∆σ (cn1 (I 1j ), cn2 (I 2j ))



(1)

j=1

Here, I 1j represents the sequence of subtrees, dominated by node n1 , that are shared
with the children of n2 (i.e. I 2j ): all other non-matching substructures are neglected3 .
The novelty of SPTK is represented by the introduction of a similarity function σ between nodes, which are typed according to syntactic categories, pos-tags or lexical
entries. A boolean measure of similarity is applied between non lexical nodes by assigning 1 for identical syntactic or POS nodes, 0 otherwise. For lexical nodes the cosine
similarity is applied between words sharing the same pos-tag. One main limitation
of SPTK is that lexical similarity does not consider compositional interaction between
words. Given the phrase pairs (np (nn river)(nn bank)) and (np (nn savings)(nn bank)),
the SPTK would estimate the similarity by relying on a unique meaning for bank, that
is wrong whenever one considers the compositional role of modifiers, river vs. savings.

3

Making lexical composition explicit in parse trees

In this Section, a way of representing compositional information is discussed as a labeling of individual nodes in the tree. The result is an enriched representation, on which
Distributional Compositional Operators can be applied while evaluating the SPTK function, i.e. resulting in a Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel (CSPTK).
Compositional semantic constraints over a tree kernel computation can be applied
only when individual syntagms corresponding to nodes are made explicit. The CSPTK
takes as input two trees where nodes express a lexical composition: this is used in the
recursive compositional matching foreseen by the underlying convolution model, i.e.
the same as in SPTK. Given the question “What instrument does Hendrix play?” and
its dependency structure, the relative syntactic structure is shown in Figure 1 in terms
of a Lexically Centered Tree (LCT), as proposed in [10].
Nodes in LCTs can be partitioned into: lexical nodes, i.e. nodes n ∈ N T , representing one lexical item, in terms of hln ::posn i, such as instrument::n or play::v, where
l is the lemma of the token and pos its part-of-speech4 ; terminal nodes, n ∈ T , that
are the children of lexical nodes which encode a dependency function d ∈ D (e.g.
nsubj) or the pos-tag of the node father (e.g. NN).
An additional tree can be derived by emphasizing the importance of syntactic information in the so-called Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (GRCT) in Figure 3,
3

4

Two decay factors, µ and λ, are introduced, respectively for the height of the tree and for the
length of the child sequences.
General POS tags are obtained from the PennTreebank standard by truncating at their first char
(as in instrument::n).
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where nodes are partitioned into: syntactic nodes, i.e. nodes n ∈ N T , that encode dependency functions d ∈ D (e.g. nsubj); pre-terminal nodes, n ∈ PT , that encode
pos-tag of each lexical item that is assigned to a leaf; lexical nodes, i.e. nodes n ∈ T ,
representing one lexical item, in terms of hln ::posn i.
We aim at introducing lexical compositionality in these syntactic representation,
through the explicit mark-up of every compositional (sub)structure. Notice how grammatical dependencies in a LCT representation are encoded as direct descendants of a
modifier non terminal. For example, the dependency dobj is a direct descendant of the
lexical node instrument::n and expresses its grammatical role in the relationship with
its parent node play::v. We propose to mark up such lexical nodes with the full description of the corresponding head/modifier relationship, denoted by (h, m). In order to
emphasize the semantic contribution of this relationship, the lexical information about
the involved head (lh ) and modifier (lm ) must be represented: we denote it through a
4-tuple hlh ::posh ,lm ::posm i. Therefore, in an extended (compositional representation
for LCTs) every non terminal n ∈ N T is marked as
hdh,m , hlh :: posh , lm :: posm ii

(2)

where dh,m ∈ D is the dependency function between h and m and li and posi are
lexical entries, and pos-tags. Moreover, one lexical node is also added to represent
the simple lexical information of the involved modifier, in order to limit data sparseness.
Notice that this mark-up resembles closely the representation of immediate dominance
rules for grammatical phrases in Attribute Value Matrices (AVM) expressing feature
structures in HPSG-like formalisms [9].
Figure 2 shows a fully compositional labeled tree for the sentence whose unlabeled version has been shown in Figure 1. Now, non terminal nodes represent compositional lexical pairs of type head/modifier marked as in Eq. 2. For example, the node
dobjhplay::v,instrument::ni express the direct object relation between the verb to play
and the object instrument, as shown in Fig. 2. Dependency functions (dobj) and POSTags (VBZ) are encoded in terminal nodes as in the LCT before. Eventually, simple
lexical nodes, e.g. play::v, are added as terminal nodes.
play::v
instrument::n
what::w

do::v

Hendrix::n

VB root

NN dobj VBZ aux NNP nsubj

WDT det

Fig. 1. Lexically centered tree of the sentence “What instrument does Hendrix play?”

In a similar fashion, the GRCT in Figure 3 can be extended in the Compositional
counterpart, i.e. the CGRCT in Figure 4. In this case non terminal nodes represent
compositional lexical pairs of type head/modifier marked as in Eq. 2; pos-tags are
encoded in pre-terminal nodes as in the GRCT before; finally, simple lexical nodes,
e.g. play::v, are preserved as terminal nodes. Every compositional node supports the
application of a compositional distributional semantic model, where lexical entries for
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roothplay::v,*::*i
auxhplay::v,do::vi nsubjhplay::v,Hendrix::ni root VB play::v

dobjhplay::v,instrument::ni
dethinstrument::n,what::wi dobj NN instrument::n

nsubj NNP Hendrix::n

aux VBZ do::v

det WDT what::w

Fig. 2. Compositional Lexical Centered Tree (CLCT) of “What instrument does Hendrix play?”

heads (lh :: posh ) and modifiers (lm :: posm ) correspond to unique vectors. Given two
subtrees T1 and T2 , rooted at nodes n1 and n2 and the corresponding head-modifier
pairs p1 = (h1 , m1 ) and p2 = (h2 , m2 ), a shallow compositional function, independent
from any dependency relation dh,m , is defined over non terminal nodes, by adopting one
of the DCS models discussed in Section 2 so that:


σComp (h1 , m1 ), (h2 , m2 ) =Φ◦ (h1 , m1 ), (h2 , m2 )

(3)

Hereafter, the application of the DCS models to the SPTK kernel computation is
discussed.
root
dobj
NN

det
WDT

aux

nsubj

VB

VBZ

NNP

play::v

instrument::n do::v Hendrix::n

what::w

Fig. 3. Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (GRCT) of “What instrument does Hendrix play?”

roothplay::v,*::*i
dobjhplay::v,instrument::ni

auxhplay::v,do::vi nsubjhplay::v,Hendrix::ni

dethinstrument::n,what::wi

NN

VBZ

NNP

WDT

instrument::n

do::v

Hendrix::n

VB
play::v

what::w

Fig. 4. Compositional Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (CGRCT) of “What instrument does
Hendrix play?”

4

The Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel

When the compositionality of individual lexical constituents is made explicit at the
nodes, a compositional measure of similarity between entire parse trees can be computed through a Tree Kernel. We define here such a similarity function as the Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel (CSPTK), by extending the SPTK formulation.
Let us consider the application of a SPTK to a tree pair represented in their CLCT
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form: for example, let us consider the trees derived from sentences such as “Hendrix
plays guitar” and “Hendrix plays football”. Although the kernel recursively estimates
the similarity among all nodes through the σ function in Equation 1, it would not be
able to distinguish different senses for the verb to play, as it is applied on a unique
distributional vector. The contribution of the lexical information (e.g. the vector for the
verb to play) must be correspondingly dependent from the other words in the sentence.

Algorithm 1 στ (nx , ny , lw) Compositional estimation of the lexical contribution in the CSPTK
στ ← 0,
/*Matching between simple lexical nodes*/
if nx = hlexx ::posi and ny = hlexy ::posi then
στ ← σLEX (nx , ny )
end if
/*Matching between identical grammatical nodes,
e.g. POS tags*/
if (nx = pos or nx = dep) and nx = ny then
στ ← lw
end if
if nx = dh,m , hlix i and ny = dh,m , hliy i then
/*both modifiers are missing*/
if lix = hhx ::posi and liy = hh
 y ::posi then
στ ← σComp (hx ), (hy ) = σLEX (nx , ny )
end if
/*one modifier is missing*/
if lix = hhx ::posh i and liy = hhy ::pos
 h , my ::posm i then
στ ← σComp (hx , hx ), (hy , my )
end if
/*the general case*/
if lix = hhx ::posh , mx ::posm i and
liy = hhy ::posh , my ::posm i then

στ ← σComp (hx , mx ), (hy , my )
end if
end if
return στ

The core novelty of the CSPTK is thus a new estimation of στ as described in
Algorithm 1. Notice that for simple lexical nodes, a lexical kernel σLEX , such as the
cosine similarity between vectors of words sharing the same POS-tag, is applied. Moreover, the other non lexical nodes contribute according to a strict matching policy: they
provide full similarity only when the same POS, or dependency, is matched and 0 otherwise. The novel part of Algorithm 1 correspond to the treatment of compositional
nodes. The similarity function σComp between such nodes is computed only when they
exhibit the same dh,m and the respective heads and modifiers share the POS label: then,
a compositional metric is applied over the two involved (h, m) compounds. The metric depends on the involved compounds that can be only partially instantiated, so that
different strategies must be applied:
– General case. When fully instantiated compounds (h1 , m1 ) and (h2 , m2 ) are available, the similarity function of Equation 3 is applied as usual. Notice that the POStags of heads and modifiers must be pairwise identical.
– Both modifiers are missing. When modifiers mi are unexpressed in both trees, no
composition is observed: a lexical kernel σLEX , i.e. the cosine similarity between
unique word vectors h1 and h2 , is applied.
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– One modifier is missing. Let be (h1 , ∗) and (h2 , m2 ) the lexical information of
the two nodes n1 (that lacks of the modifier) and n2 . Here, the general similarity
function is applied to the pair (h1 , h1 ) and the pair (h2 , m2 ), so that no specific
lexical semantic constraint is applied to the head h1 .
As formally described in Algorithm 1, other cases are discarded, e.g. heads are
unknown or different POS tags are observed for the heads hi of the n1 and n2 nodes.
The factor lw is here adopted to reduce the contribution of non lexical nodes.

5

Experimental Evaluations

In order to study the behavior of the proposed compositional kernels onto the automation of semantic inference over texts, we carried out experiments over two fine grained
linguistic tasks, i.e. Question Classification (QC) and Semantic Text Similarity (STS).
In all experiments, texts are processed with the Stanford CoreNLP5 and the resulting
dependency trees are extended with compositional information as discussed in Section
3. The lexical similarity function σLEX exploited in SPTK and CSPTK through the
Algorithm 1 was based on a distributional analysis of the UkWaC corpus, that gives
rise to a word vector representation for all words occurring more than 100 times (i.e.
the targets), as discussed in [12]. The vector dimensions correspond to co-occurrences
within a left or right window of 3 tokens between the targets and the set of the 20,000
most frequent words (i.e. features) in UkWaC. Scores correspond to point-wise Mutual
Information values between each feature and a target6 across the entire corpus. The
Singular Value Decomposition is then applied to the input matrix with a space dimensionality cut at k = 250. The similarity σLEX required by Algorithm 1 corresponds to
the cosine similarity in the resulting space, as in [10].
5.1

Question Classification

Question Classification (QC) is the task of assigning one (or more) class label(s) to a
given question written in natural language. Question classification plays an important
role in Question Answering (QA) [31], as it has been shown that its performance significantly influences the overall performance of a QA system, e.g. [17]. Thanks to availability of our kernel similarity models, the QC task has been modeled directly in terms
of the parse trees representing questions, i.e. the classification objects. The reference
corpus is the UIUC dataset [20], including 5,452 questions for training and 500 questions for test7 , organized in six coarse-grained classes, i.e. ABBREVIATION, ENTITY,
DESCRIPTION, HUMAN, LOCATION and NUMBER. SVM training has been carried
out by applying (i) the PTK and SPTK kernels over the LCT and GRCT representations
and (ii) the compositional tree kernels (CSPTKs), according to different compositional
similarity metrics σLEX , to the CLCT and CGRCT formats. For learning our models,
we used the Kernel-based Learning Platform8 , which includes structural kernels, i.e.,
5
6

7
8

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml

Left contexts of targets are treated separately from the right ones so that 40,000 features are
used derived for each target.
http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/
http://sag.art.uniroma2.it/demo-software/kelp/
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STK and PTK: i) with the smooth match between tree leaves, i.e. the SPTK defined in
[10] and ii) with the smooth match between compositionally labeled nodes of the tree,
as in the CSPTK. Different tree representations are denoted in the subscripts, so that
CSPTKCLCT refers to the use of a CSPTK over the compositionally labeled LCT (as
in Fig. 2). As the compositional kernel has to make use of a compositional similarity
metrics, the notation of different kernels is specialized according to the adopted metrics. Additive (with α = β), dilation (with λ = 1) and point-wise multiplication models
have been adopted and denoted by + , d and · superscripts respectively.

Kernel
PTKLCT
PTKGRCT
SPTKLCT
SPTKGRCT
CSPTK+
CLCT
CSPTK+
CGRCT
CSPTK·CLCT
CSPTK·CGRCT
CSPTKdCLCT
CSPTKdCGRCT

Pearson
0.291
0.118
0.270
0.102
0.370
0.400
0.316
0.341
0.432
0.454

LINBOW
0.537
LINBOW + PTKLCT
0.578
LINBOW + PTKGRCT
0.630
LINBOW + PTKLCT + SPTKLCT
0.577
LINBOW + PTKGRCT + SPTKLCT
0.636
LINBOW + PTKLCT + CSPTKdCLCT
0.590
LINBOW + PTKGRCT + CSPTKdCGRCT 0.660
Table 2. Results in the STS task: unsupervised and supervised
settings.
Regression

Kernel
Accuracy
LINBOW
86,8%
PTKLCT
90,4%
PTKGRCT
89,8%
SPTKLCT
94,0%
SPTKGRCT
91,4%
CSPTK+
94,8%
CLCT
CSPTK+
94,0%
CGRCT
CSPTK·CLCT
93,6%
CSPTK·CGRCT 93,6%
CSPTKdCLCT
93,6%
CSPTKdCGRCT 92,8%
Table 1. Results in the QC task

Unsupervised

The accuracy achieved by the different systems is the percentage of sentences that
are correctly assigned to the proper question class, and it is reported in Table 1. The parameter of the SVM has been estimated in a held-out subset sampled from the training
material. As a baseline, a simple Linear kernel (LIN) over a bag-of-word model (denoted by BoW) is reported (row 1) representing questions as binary word vectors and
resulting in a lexical overlap kernel. A first observation is that the introduction of lexical
semantic information in tree kernel operators, such as in SPTK vs. PTK, is beneficial,
confirming the outcomes of previous studies, [10]. Moreover, the compositional kernels
proposed (CSPTK) seem to make an effective use of the compositional distributional semantic information as they all outperform their non compositional counterpart. Among
the compositional kernels the ones adopting the simple sum operator, i.e. CSPTK+
CLCT ,
seem to outperform all the other compositional operators. This remains true independently from the type of tree adopted, i.e. LCT vs. GRCT. The Lexically Centered Tree
seems to better exploit compositional information, as it achieves, on average, higher
accuracy than GRCT, given that it emphasizes lexical nodes that occur closer to the tree
root an thus contribute mostly to the kernel recursive computation.
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5.2

The Semantic Text Similarity task

The second experiment aims at evaluating the contribution of the different kernels in
estimating a semantic similarity between text pairs. A meaningful similarity function
between texts is crucial in many NLP and Retrieval tasks such as Textual Entailment,
Paraphrasing, Search Re-ranking, Machine Translation, Text Summarization or Deep
Question Answering. Kernel functions are evaluated against the dataset of the Semantic
Text Similarity (STS) task built in SemEval 2012 [1], in particular the MSR Video
Paraphrase (MSRvid) dataset . This dataset is composed of 1,500 sentence pairs (split
in 750 train and 750 test pairs). Each sentence is a short description of a video and the
pairs have been manually labeled through Amazon Mechanical Turk with a numerical
score (between 0 and 5) reflecting the similarity between the actions and actors involved
in the video. As an example the sentences “A woman is slicing an onion” and “A woman
is cutting an onion” have a similarity of 4.2, while “A man is talking” and “A man is
walking” have a similarity of 1. The task consists in assigning a similarity score to each
test pair and the performance is measured in terms of the Pearson Correlation between
the obtained scores and the gold-standard ones, as reported in Table 2.
The same kernels and syntactic structures of the previous experiments have been
considered. The kernel functions have been applied to the STS task both in an unsupervised as well as a supervised fashion. In the first case, as shown in the top rows of
Table 2, each kernel has been evaluated by measuring the Pearson correlation between
the result of the kernel function between each text pair and the human score. In the
supervised setting, shown in the bottom rows of Table 2, the kernel scores are used to
populate a feature vector used to train a SVM based regressor [30], which determines
the best kernel combination approximating the human scores over the test material.
The results achieved by the single kernels suggests that the semantic similarity in
the MSRVid dataset strongly depends on the lexical overlap between sentence pairs, and
a regressor trained with a linear kernel over the Bag-of-Word representations (LinBoW )
achieve a correlation of 0.537. This result is higher with respect to the unsupervised
application of the PTK where only full syntactic information is used; this is mainly due
to the fact that most sentences are in the form Subject-Verb-Object and the syntactic information is not discriminative. The simple smoothing over lexical nodes in the
SPTK is still not very informative, as the smoothing over the pure lexical information
may be misleading. As an example, the sentence pair “A man plays a guitar” has a low
similarity (i.e. 2.0) w.r.t. “A boy plays a piano” as they evoke different actions: while
generalizing is useful in comparing boy and man, it can be misleading in comparing
guitar and piano. Such smoothing is more controlled in the CSPTK that achieves better
results. The above difference is mainly due to the increasing sensitivity of PTK, SPTK
and CSPTK to the incrementally rich lexical information. This is especially evident
in sentence pairs with very similar syntactic structure. For example a sentence pair is
given by The man are playing soccer and A man is riding a motorcycle, that are strictly
syntactically correlated. In fact, PTK provide a similarity score of 0.647 between the
to sentences as differences between tree structures is confined to the leaves. By scoring 0.461, SPTK introduces an improvement as the distributional similarity that acts
as a smoothing factor between lexical nodes better discriminates uncorrelated words,
like motorcycle and soccer. However, ambiguous words such verbs ride and play are
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still promoting a similarity that is locally misleading. Notice that both PTK and SPTK
receive a strong contribution in the recursive computation of the kernels by the left
branching of the tree, as the subject is the same, i.e. man. Compositional information
about direct objects (soccer vs. motorcycle) is better propagated by the CSPTKdilation
operator. Its final scores for the pair is 0.36, as semantic differences between the sentences are emphasized. Even if grammatical types strongly contribute to the final score
(as in PTK or SPTK), now the DCS computation over intermediate nodes (i.e. the VPs
(ride, motorcycle) and (play, soccer) is faced with less ambiguity with corresponding
lower scores. This improvement is even more noticeable in a supervised setting where
the feature vector derived with the LinBoW kernel is first enriched with the PTK scores,
and then with the score of the SPTK and CSPTK. Correlation of the latter kernel is
valuable with respect to the pure lexical overlap, resulting in the best results of 0.66.
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Conclusions

In this work, a model for compositionality in natural language within a kernel formulation has been introduced. It accounts for structural (i.e. grammatical) and lexical
properties by adopting vector representations as models for distributional semantics
and extending previously proposed tree kernels. As an improvement to previous extensions of tree kernels (e.g. [10]), the smoothing here proposed applies in a contextaware fashion throughout the parse tree, and is not only focusing on lexical nodes. The
Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel thus corresponds to a Convolution Kernel that measures the semantic similarity between complex linguistic structures, where
local matching at sub-trees is sensible to head-modifier compositional properties. The
results obtained by applying CSPTK across different NLP tasks, such as Question Classification and Semantic Text Similarity, confirm the robustness and the generalization
capability of this kernel. Comparison against simpler lexical models or pure grammatical kernels shows that systematically CSPTK is the best model. CSPTK can be also
easily designed against new domains (i.e. corpora and annotated datasets), but mainly
new compositional operators will be investigated, such as the Support Subspace [2].
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